
         English language

               Class-5

    Chapter-2, The Sentence
D. Rewrite the following groups of words as meaningful sentences:   (pg-3)

1. Ans: Reading a magazine regularly is a good habit.

2. Ans: Which magazine should I read?

3. Ans: Suggest a good children’s magazine.

4. Ans: Did you go to the school today?

5. Ans: What announcement did the principal make?

6. Ans: The principal announced the names of the prize winners.

7. Ans: They will be given prizes and certificates on the Annual Function day.
E. Change these groups of words into meaningful sentences by adding some words to them:

1. The teachers are always helpful.

2. Switch off the fan when you leave the room.

3. Did you select your song for the competition?

4. There are five mangoes on the table.

5. My father was on a business trip.

6. When did you arrive here?

7. Try to finish your work on time.
I. Write As for assertive, In for interrogative, Im for imperative and Ex for exclamatory
sentences:      (pg-5)

1. Spoken words have a great power----As

2. How bitterly we may have to regret carelessly spoken words!—Ex

3. Have you ever faced a situation like this?---In

4. Think twice before speaking anything.----Im

5. My favourite TV programme is just about to begin.---As

6. Don’t spend so much time watching television.---Im

7. Never judge a person from his looks.-----Im

8. Some people with plain looks may be very intelligent.-----As

9. Didn’t Abraham Lincoln have an impressive personality?----In

10. What a noble, sensible and humble person Abraham Lincoln was!-----Ex
J. Rewrite the following groups of words as sentences.

1. Ans: How cluttered your bed and table look!

2. Ans: The teaching of mathematics should be made more interesting.

3. Ans: Do not forget to set the alarm.

4. Ans: Who is going to distribute the prizes among the prize-winners?

5. Ans: Did you write this essay without taking help from anybody?

6. Ans: What a beautiful sight the rainbow is!

7. Ans: Wash your hand carefully before eating your food.

8. Ans: All the members of the marriage party were well dressed.

9. Ans: I saw an ape-like creature running up the hill quickly.

10. Ans: Didn’t you feel scared at that strange sight?

 




